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INTRODUCTION 

In recent years, a great deal of attention has been :ievoted t. ::.:: 
ti;htening above grade building envelope co;::;:,~nents ( 1) . I:-, 
residential construction, substantial reductions in overall 
building envelope leakage rates have been achieved through inprovej 
construction techniques and site monitoring (2,J). Al~hough t~e 
initiative fci: t'."lis activity may have resulted frcr.1 a need t.:: 
reduce air infiltrat·cn/exfiltration to save s~ace heating enerqv 
and reduce moisture migration into exterior building component~~ 
ar.cther benefit has been the reduced transfer of cutdoo~ ~ollutant.s 
across the building envelope. 

It is becoming more widely recognized that a nu~ber of pollutQnt s 
can enter buildings through the below grade building c0~pcnents: 
volatile organic compounds, hydrocarbons, ~ater and water soluble 
gases and liquids and ~icrobiological contaminants, to name a fe~. 
Raden gas is one contasinant that has been speci~ically identified 
as a potential health hazard in residences. Yet, ~hile over 22S 
pa~ers (4) have been written on building and building cc::r;ionent ai:
leal<age, none of them have focused on the belc-..; gr:i.de build.:..:--. c: 
co::iponents. 

The p!'."imary path·,.,:ays for outdoor pollutant er.:::-'.:' are dif::usi::.~ 
thr~ugh the building envelope materials and a i ~ f2.ow tf',rouc;:-: 
discontinuities in the building envelope. As ·..1ith above graci= 
envelope conponents, air flow may be the dorninan: mechanism fc::
pollutant en:ry through the below grade building envelope. Unli~e 
above grade air leakase, even small below grade air- leaks c::;.;. 
represent potential prcblems since the concentra:ion of pollutan:s 
in soil gases can be very high. Thus, while ~ai.~ of the concepts 
of fan depressurization air leakage tes:ing thac ~ere developed fo::
whole house measurement can be applied, more sensic ive ~edsure~enc 
capabilities are required. 

Major factors governing pollutant entry rates include the size anc 
type of air leakage sites, differential air pressure between the 
soi: gas and the building, concentration of the pollutant in the 
soil gas and the perneability of the soil. Fro::: a constructicn 
perspective, the soil gas is usually a non-cont:-ol)..able factor. 
Thus construction techniques and materials must be available to 
ensure that the soil gas entry rate is controlled. For hig;; 
concentrations of pollutants in the soil, high levels of a i ~ 
tightness will be required to control pollutant entry rates. 

New building designers and contractors doing re~edi3l ~ark require 
bQsic information on ~here soil gases can enter foundations and 
what the magnitudes of the entry rates are. With t~is infor~aticn, 
control strategies can be developed and evaluated. 
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This paper describes a si::iple, portable measurement syste::i and 
procedure being developed to measure the air leakage 
characteristics of below grade building envelope components. The 
system is designed to measure the "in sit'-1" air leakage 
characteristics of various components, identify p:-i::iary air leakage 
sites and evaluate control measures. Pr el imi:ia:-y system des ig:-. 
requirements and components are discussed. 

FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES 

The basic mechanism of soil gas entry into foundations is one of 
a gas generated in a per~eable medium flowing through a cc~plex 
net~ork of resistors into a ventilated cavity (figure 1) T~e gas 
flow is driven by a pressure gradient, P

59 
- P

1
• In r:iany ·,;ays, 

trying to analyze this situation is analogous to atternpt.i:ig to 
predict the flow from a specific supply air diffuser in a mu l tiple 
path ductwork system when none of t~e f ow characteris':ics of the 
ducting, fittings or fan a:-e known. 

In the case of soil gases, since the gas -generation rate, 
permeability of the mediu::i, and pressure gradient. are all kncwn to 
vary with til71e, the entr'/ rate will also vary. Attewpti:ig to 
predict the entry rates fo:- a specific building is error prcne and 
requires great effort. The number of possible foundation 
geometries further complicates the problem. 

For most applications, it is not necessary to predict the flew of 
soil gas. The primary requirement is that the soil gas entry be 
minimized using practical r::ethods. One approach (and essential 
first step in any control strategy) is to place a very larqe 
resistance (the below grade building envelope) bet•..ieen the soil 
gas and the building interior. If the foundation air flow 
resistance (R,) can be made much larger than the othe:::- resistors 
such as the soil air flow :-esistance (R

5
) , variations in the other 

resistors will not substantially affect the soil gas flow rate. 
Increasing R1 will always reduce the total soil gas inflow to the 
building. If . a subsequent technique such as sub-slab 
depressurization (5) is required, a tight foundation will mininize 
the amount of indoor air that is removed. 

MEASUREMENT SITES 

Figure 2 sho•,;s a typical 
sites. Air leakage can 
components or at joints of 
interest will include: 

foundation and potential ai:::- leakage 
occur through honogeneous building 
component assenblies. Components of 

a) wall/floor intersection straight section 
corner 



b) wall section 

c) floor section 
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no visible cracks 
visible crack 

no visible cracks 
visible crack 

d) service penetrations 

e) telepost through floor slab 

f) floor drain/drainage tile 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND TEST PROCEDURE 
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A schematic of the air leakage measurement system is sho· .. m in 
Figure J. 

The basis of the methcd developed by t h e authors involves isolating 
a building envelope component and using mechanically induced 
pressure gradients to force a range of a i r flows throug tr.e 
component. This is a new application of a com::lon techn ique for 
characterizing building air leakage . Using the pressure/flow data, 
the orifice characteristics of the leakage site can be calc~lated 
and the effect of modifications evaluated. 

To properly characterize the f cundat.ion resistance wi thou~ t he 
confounding effects of the soil, the pressure drop ac:-oss t he 
foundation component alone must be measured . As with above g~ade 
components, using the average measured pressure dis::ribution over 
the exterior envelope surface will affec~ the acc~racy of localized 
measurements. Below grade pressure distributions are even rncr-e 
difficult to estimate since access~bilit f to the building envelope 
surface is restricted by the backfilled soil . 

Soil pressure probes are used to measure the local pressu~e at 
different below grade locations adjacent to the foundation 
components. A number of probes (above and below grade ) should be 
installed and used as exterior reference pressures until more 
experience is obtained on selecting the location that most 
accurately represents the true pressure difference across the 
component. 

Rigid, airtight boxes are used to isolate the various building 
components. The dir:iens ions of the boxes are selected to al low 
testing of one meter of componen~ crack length and/or one half 
square meter of surface area. The size and shape of the boxes is 
not critical; however, the volurne should be kept small to avoid 
long transient tir.ies associated with changing the pressure and 
corresponding airflow from the envelope component. The edges of 
the boxes are sealed to the envelope surfaces using a combination 
of closed cell foam gasket and rubberized caull< rnaterials. The 
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boxes are held in place by a variety of reaction devices including 
weights and levers. 

A technique that can be used to measure the air leakage of the 
teleposts involves using an inflatable bladder to seal off the 
interior of the telepost just above the lowest row of support pin 
hol es and exhausting air through t e holes using the fan 
depressurization apparatus. 

The basic procedure to 
characteristics of the 
follows: 

be used to 
below grade 

1) Install the box to isolate the 
induce a negative pressure on 
component. 

e•1aluate 
building 

the air leakage 
col':\ponents is as 

co:::ponent and use a 
the inside surface 

fan to 
of the 

2) Measure the exhausc air flow rate and differential pressure 
bec~een the comconenc and ~he exterior reference . In a~jition 
to the soil pre~sure probes, an arnbie~t air pressure averaging 
stacicn (one location on each of four sides of the hoc.se } 
should ~e used to reference the tests to outdoors (6) . 

Measure~ent of t he component air leakage should be done us·~g the 
balanced :an depressurizat · on technique (7) . A fan 
depressurizacion apparatus (blower door) should be instal led in an 
exterior doo r (or basement door) o f t he house (6) and used to 
balance t~e pressure bet~een t~e house a~d the box. Although ti~e 
consuming, the balanced tec .. nique will ensure thac the measured air 
leakage will be from the exterior only since the house pressure 
will be equal to the box pressure. 

After the box is installed and the edges are sealed, a test can be 
done. The box can then be re~oved, the ccnponent (crack, opening, 
surface) sealed or otherHise modified and a subsequent test done. 

A mini:num of six air flows should be recorded at differential 
pressures (interior of box referenced to the outdoor pressure tap) 
ranging from approximately 20 to 200 pascals (Pa). Care must be 
used to ensure that the house envelope is not damaged by excessive 
depressurizacion . 

The air leakage associated with the component or modification can 
be calculat.ed from the difference in the pre/post. sealing test 
results. 

several areas of each building component should be tested to 
examine the spatial variations. 
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EQUIPMENT 

In the prototype systen, Sierra Top-Trak Model a21s mass flow 
meters with direct reading digital outputs were select.ed for 
measurement of the air flow rates. Unlike orifice plates or 
rotameters, the calibrations of mass flow meters are not affected 
by air density changes due to moderate tenperature and pressure 
variations. The measurement range is 0-100 standard litres per 
minute (SL.'1) with an accuracy of 2% full scale. 

Modus Model TlO differential pressure (O - 250 Pa) transducers with 
±2% full scale accuracy were used to measure t~e pressure 
difference between the boxes and the pressure taps. A common po•.,.er 
supply was used for all transducers to mini~ize inter-ins~rument 
errors caused by supply voltage variations. The transducer ranges 
were selected to bracket the measurement ra ges . 

Soil pressure probes ~ere constructed with 38 ram diameter 
galvanized steel pipe driven dow-:i pre-auge:red holes. For tr.e 
initial testing, multiple probe locations were used. Tests may be 
done with one probe if a suitable, representative location can be 
identified . The critE~rion for locati~g the probe is ~hat ·it will 
represent the pressure at the soil/foundation interface so t~e t~~e 
pressure drop across t=-.e building envelope can be deter~ined. 
Experience with applying the technique will assist in deter~ining 
when this criteria is met. 

AN~LYSIS 

A least squares regression can be used to fit the fan 
depressurization data from the airtight boxes (air flo~ and 
corresponding pressure difference) to an equation of the for~: 

where: 

Q = C :::.P
11 

Q = air flow rate (m3/s) 
C = constant (m3/s•Pa11

) 

6P = pressure difference (Pa) 
n = exponent (0.5 to 1.0) 

( 1) 

The pressure difference used in equation 1 should be the pressure 
difference between the box and the soil probe that most closely 
represents the exterior surface pressure of the component. 

Equation 1 can be used to describe pressure driven flow through a 
variety of openings. If the airflow is laminar, the flow exponent 
wil l be li if the airflow is turbulent, n=0.5. In most cases, the 
airflow will be a combina~ion of the two and the exponent will be 
between 0 . 5 and 1 . 0 . 

All of the field data should be correct~d for soil temperature and 
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pressure using the method outlined in the CGS8 standard for air 
leakage testing (6). 

Subsequent tests on a building component following tightening 
modifications will yield a series of curves as illustrated in 
Figure 4 (assuming n=l). 'BY subtraction, the relative 
effectiveness of the modifications can be dete:r.:\ined. 

The specification of air leakage for building components varies 
depending on the component and the testing protocol. Whole 
building air leakage is usually described in air changes per hour 
at a 50 Pa dif:erential pressure (8) or as an equivalent leakage 
area .(6). Window and door air leakage is usually reported per unit 
of crack length of opening perimeter (L/s•m), and wall section air 
leakage may be expressed per unit total surface area (L/s·n2), both 
at a referen'ce pressure of 75 Pa (9). One method (10) defines the 
air flow resistance, r, (Pa•s/m) assuming the air flow is laminar. 
It is difficult to compare values calculated at different reference 
pressures when the flow exponent is not unity. 

To avoid problens with interpretation of data and provide the most 
universal set of data, equation 1 should be used to calculate 
values for C and n for each of the air leakage tests. These values 
can be used with equation 1 to generate a complete data set.. 
Subseque~t calculations can be made to convert the data into ether 
forms as required. The overall calculated values of C ~ay then be 
norrcalized, en, for the most important para:'.'.eter (le!"'.gt!-1 fer 
cracks, surface area for plane surfaces). Telepost and fleer drain 
tests will not be normalized. 

RESULTS 

Al though the purpose of this paper is to describe the method, 
sample results are shown in Figure 5 to illustrate the application. 
The difference between the data obtained in the unbalanced and 
balanced tests highlights the need for intericr pressure balancing. 
This data was taken at the floor/wall interface of a concrete block 
wall and cast-in-place floor slab. The lightweight blocks wit!"l 
unfilled cores allow a large amount of room air to be drawn through 
the blocks in the unbalanced test. For other less porous 
materials, the effect of cress leakage may be ~uch less pronounced. 
As expected for air flow through long, narrow cracks exhibiting 
laminar flow, the flow exponent is approximately one. 

APPLICATIONS OF THE TECHNIQUE 

This technique can be used by contractors to identify the major 
sources of air leakage prior to developing a soil gas control 
strategy for an existing building. As control measures are 
implemented, their effec~s can be evaluated. In this application, 
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a single reference pressure ( t.o outdoors) may be adequate 
evaluate the before/after changes. If site conc:t.!.ons c h r::;·· 
bet~een measurements, the real effect of the nodif i ca:ion may t · 
masked and incorrect conclusions derived. 

For new house construction, the technique can be used as a qu~ l~; 
assurance method . The actual effectiveness of t.he sc.:.._ gas con t.::- -:: 
"sys>:.em " used in the building envelope can be e 1aluated . Sunna :.. ·.: · 
of the air leakage from all of the individual cor:ipone:-::3 (L typL;. 
component air leakage value * amount of con;:ionent ; ·..;ill a ll c· .. 
est inates of the total foundat ion air leakage rate. 

The construction i ndustry is seeking infor.r.ation on ~ethods a:-:~ 
mate?:"ials for building "tight" foundations. h larce field st" ·-,.
to examine the air leakage characteristics of so;e -:. •1oical n=· .. 
foundations is being planned. This study will show wta~~orks a~ ~ 
ho'" well and will provide a benchnark of infonation fc::- e valuati:- -:: 
other foundation systens as they are developed . IceaL.y, th2 st" ::·,.· 
will include laboratory testing of build ing envelo~e c=~~onencs : ~ 
addition to "in situ" testing before and after t.~e fc:.::-::::.aticns :- ~ 
backfilled. The effec~ of the foundation/soil int.e?:" :;::e p::-ess" ::- ·:: 
measurements could ther. be investigated. 

A ccm~uter model to predict the indcor conce;.:=atior. a~~ 
d.'..st=ibution of radon and radon progeny is bebg de:e:oped (:.:. : . 
Critical inputs to the ~cdel are field data en t~e :==aticr. a~~ 
magnitude of radon entry sites. When coupled ~ith ir:~=~acicn =~ 
ven~ila i cn rates and t~e inter~al ~ressure dist. =.'..buti=:-:. the ~oce: 
w.'..11 be validated under field conditions and used .:.r. ~ ~ara~e~=: = 
study to examine the ef~ect of building para~e ters on ::-:~oor ra ~c ~ 
concentrations. 

DISCUSSION 

Use of this technique will provide a rationa l, quant:::able basi s 
for comparison of air leakage through below grade bui_:::.~~g envelope 
components. The effec~iveness of foundat·o~ sea l~~g can be 
evaluated directly . Ex i sting methods that rely on cc~~aring t~e 
change in indoor pollutant concentrations to ev~_uate t.he 
ef fect:.iveness of sealing can· include significant errcrs caused ty 
changes in building para~eters including the veritilat:cn rate and 
st=er.gth of the pollutant source. Ongoing field studies ~ill hel~ 
to i dentify system paraneters suitable for the wide ra~ge of site 
conditions that may be encountered and will assist in refini~g the 
test protocol. 

Because of the small air flow rates involved, unintent:c~al leakage 
through system components can introduce large er::-c~s in the 
esti:::iated air leakage of the bui lding com?onents. A rigorous 
quality assurance test of the complete syste:::i will be required to 
ensure that all components are airt ight. ~1et~ods that will be 
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investigated include; sealing the boxes to an impermeable 
substrate, pressurizing and testing for no loss of pressure over 
time and the use of tracer gases as an independent measure of air 
flow rate. 
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